Interaction between vestibulo-cardiovascular reflex and arterial baroreflex during postural change in rats.
To examine a cooperative role for the baroreflex and the vestibular system in controlling arterial pressure (AP) during voluntary postural change, AP was measured in freely moving conscious rats, with or without sinoaortic baroreceptor denervation (SAD) and/or peripheral vestibular lesion (VL). Voluntary rear-up induced a slight decrease in AP (-5.6 ± 0.8 mmHg), which was significantly augmented by SAD (-14.7 ± 1.0 mmHg) and further augmented by a combination of VL and SAD (-21 ± 1.0 mmHg). Thus we hypothesized that the vestibular system sensitizes the baroreflex during postural change. To test this hypothesis, open-loop baroreflex analysis was conducted on anesthetized sham-treated and VL rats. The isolated carotid sinus pressure was increased stepwise from 60 to 180 mmHg while rats were placed horizontal prone or in a 60° head-up tilt (HUT) position. HUT shifted the carotid sinus pressure-sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) relationship (neural arc) to a higher SNA, shifted the SNA-AP relationship (peripheral arc) to a lower AP, and, consequently, moved the operating point to a higher SNA while maintaining AP (from 113 ± 5 to 114 ± 5 mmHg). The HUT-induced neural arc shift was completely abolished in VL rats, whereas the peripheral arc shifted to a lower AP and the operating point moved to a lower AP (from 116 ± 3 to 84 ± 5 mmHg). These results indicate that the vestibular system elicits sympathoexcitation, shifting the baroreflex neural arc to a higher SNA and maintaining AP during HUT.